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Summary of Results

Holding time
• The mean holding time is 157 seconds (2.6 minutes), and the median is 155 seconds

(2.6 min).  The distribution appears to be bimodal with a spike at 3 minutes.
• The highest holding time recorded was 394 seconds (6.6 minutes).
• There was no significant effect of the label treatment on holding time.
Launching and tracking balls
• Most visitor groups (58%) launch a ball at least once without noticing where it lands.
• Most groups (58%) launch a ball at least once from an integer square (e.g., 4, 9, 16)

and watch where it lands.
• A large minority (40%) launch a ball at least once from a non-integer square (e.g., 10,

11, 12) and watch where it lands.
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• The label treatment that separated the explanation from the invitation (i.e., “more
hidden” explanation) resulted in more launches with tracked landings than the “less
hidden” explanation.

• Not surprisingly, adult-only groups use the exhibit more carefully (watching where
the balls land) than mixed-age groups, and children-only groups use the exhibit less
carefully than mixed-age groups.

Thinking about square roots
• About a quarter of the groups (27%) try to figure out the pattern in the exhibit before

reading it aloud in the label.
• A large minority (42%) of the visitor groups calculated square roots at some point in

their visit, beyond simply reading about square roots in the label. (Calculating was
defined as calculating a square or a square root aloud using: (a) their minds, (b) the
ball mechanism of the exhibit, or (c) the calculator provided in the exhibit.

• There were no measurable effects of label or age on visitor groups’ thinking about
square roots

Goals

• To assess the holding time of visitor groups
• To describe the ways visitors use the exhibit – how they launch balls and how they

track the balls’ landing points.
• To assess the extent to which visitors are engaged in discussing and calculating

square roots at the exhibit.
• To determine whether two different label treatments affected visitors differently in

any of the three areas mentioned above.

Methods

On July 26, 2003, we videotaped visitors using the exhibit for four hours, switching
between two label treatments every 30 minutes.  Both label treatments invited visitors to
“find the pattern” and explained that the pattern was a square root relationship.  In one
label, the explanation immediately followed the invitation on the left side of the ramp.  In
the other label, the explanation was separated from the invitation and located to the right
of the ramp.   See photographs below
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Explanation immediately after invitation Explanation separated from invitation

A total of 45 visitor groups were coded from the first three videotapes.  We coded the
videotapes for holding time, various visitor behaviors regarding launching and tracking
the movement of balls, and ways visitors talked about square roots.

Results

Visitor Group Holding Time

There was no difference in holding time as a function of label treatment.

Table 1 shows the holding time data for the exhibit.  Figure 1 shows the distribution.  The
distribution appears to be bimodal.  At 3 minutes, there is a spike in the number of visitor
groups still engaging with the exhibit.  This suggests that something “clicks” for some
visitors using the exhibit, and holds them for 3 or more minutes.

Table 1. Holding time results in minutes
Mean St Dev Median Maximum

2.6 1.7 2.6 6.6
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Launching and Tracking Balls

Table 2 shows the percentage of visitor groups who launched balls from
different starting locations and either tracked or ignored their landing
locations.  An “integer square” was defined as any of the following
starting locations: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36.  A “non-integer square” was defined
as any other starting location on the ramp.

Table 2: Groups launching and tracking balls

Launching point
Track

landing?
Percent of

Visitor Groups
(N=45)

Average Number
of Launches

Anywhere on ramp No 58% 4.7
Integer square Yes 58% 6.9
Non-integer square Yes 40% 3.0
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There was a significant effect of label treatment on visitor behavior: More
visitor groups that encountered the “more hidden” explanation launched a
ball from a non-integer square significantly than visitor groups that
encountered the “less hidden” explanation.  And the groups in the “more
hidden” treatment also launched more balls from an integer square and
tracked their trajectory to the floor.  See Table 3. The statistically
significant results are shown in bold.

Table 3: Effect of label on launching and tracking balls

Launch point
Tracks
landing Percent of Groups

χ2
p value

Average Number
of Launches

χ2
p value

Less
hidden
(N=23)

More
hidden
(N=22)

Less
hidden
(N=23)

More
hidden
(N=22)

Anywhere No 52% 64% .44 5.0 4.5 .80
Integer square Yes 52% 64% .44 4.8 8.7 .08
Non-integer
square

Yes 26% 55% .05 3.7 2.7 .46

We also found a significant effect of age on whether visitors tracked the
balls to their landing locations.  Not surprisingly, Adult-only groups
seemed to be more careful than mixed-age and child-only groups in
tracking the landing of balls.  In addition, child-only groups were less
likely to launch a ball from an integer square and track its landing than
mixed-age and adult-only groups.

Table 4 shows the numerical results.  The statistically significant results
are shown in bold in the rightmost column.

Table 4. Age effects on launching and tracking balls

Launching point
Tracked
Landing?

Adult-only
Groups
(N=16)

All other
groups
(N=28)

Fisher Exact
P value

Anywhere on ramp No 38% 71% .05
Integer square Yes 50% 64% .52
Non-integer square Yes 44% 39% .99

Launching point
Tracked
Landing?

Child-only
Groups
(N=4)

All other
groups
(N=41)

Fisher Exact
P value

Anywhere on ramp No 75% 56% .63
Integer square Yes 0% 63% .03
Non-integer square Yes 0% 44% .14
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Thinking about Square Roots

Of the 45 visitor groups we assessed on video, only 12 (27%) ever seemed
to try to figure out the pattern before reading it in the label.

Of the 45 visitor groups, 19 (42%) calculated square roots at some point
during the interaction.  “Calculating square roots” was defined as
calculating a square or a square root aloud using: (a) their minds, (b) the
ball mechanism of the exhibit, or (c) the calculator provided in the exhibit.
There were no significant effects of label treatment or age composition of
the visitor groups on Thinking about Square Roots.

In the notes from the video can be found many examples of visitors
talking about square roots (see Appendix).  It seemed anecdotally that
some visitors become quite engaged with the topic, even trying to estimate
the square root of a non-integer and then checking it using the exhibit.

Conclusion

The exhibit seems to hold visitors for a prolonged period, even showing a bimodal
distribution of visitors as a function of holding time. The spike at 3 minutes suggests that
some visitors find deeper engagement with the exhibit, perhaps by discovering new
activities in the exhibit.   Very few APE exhibits show such a bimodal distribution.

Most visitors tracked the trajectories of the balls as they landed.  This happened more
often when the explanation was more hidden (spatially separated from the invitation) than
when it was less hidden.  This suggests that separating the explanation from the invitation
may engage visitors intellectually a bit more, perhaps because they must work a bit
harder to find the label explanation.

Adult-only groups tended to be more careful than mixed-age groups in tracking
trajectories of launched balls.  Moreover, children-only groups were less careful than
mixed-age groups.  These findings suggest that children (perhaps because they do not
read labels) require assistance from adults in exploring the square-root pattern at this
exhibit.  This is not surprising, since students typically do not encounter square roots until
the end of elementary school or the beginning of middle school.  From these findings, I
recommend that the label be designed to separate the explanation from the invitation.

A substantial minority of visitor groups showed verbal evidence of being intellectually
engaged with the idea of square roots, calculating them in their heads or by using the
exhibit.
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Appendix
Video Notes of Gravity Powered Calculator

Gravity Powered Calculator
Josh Gutwill
7/26/03
Version 1
Tape 1

Comments

I saw a lot of interesting behavior at this exhibit, and I saw a lot of behavior that
exemplifies the attributes of APE.  There were lots of family groups on the tape, and
families seemed to have no trouble using the exhibit.  In fact, the exhibit seemed like a
great vehicle for families – parents had the role of label reader, interpreter and explainer,
and kids the role of doer and question-asker.  I saw very little difficulty using the exhibit
(sometimes the balls slipped down off the magnets prematurely, but nobody seemed too
put off by it).

I saw quite a bit of visitor-directed activity.  Often, a group would follow directions fairly
explicitly at first.  But once they figured out the pattern (which they usually did by
reading the label, not by doing the activity), they would then try “hard” squares (like 17
or 23) and either try to guess by interpolating or use the digital calculator provided by the
exhibit.  This seemed self-directed to me, or at least “partially” self-directed.

There was a LOT of conversation indicating exploration of the machine and also talk
about mathematics (like, “what’s the square root of 3?  It’ll be less than the square root of
4 and more than the square root of 1…”).  Very few visitors seemed to miss the pattern of
square roots, though several started out thinking it would be a different pattern.  This fits
well with social engagement indicating exploration, and also with demonstrated cognitive
understandings.

Holding time also seemed pretty good.  The numbers below are approximate, but I would
say that there were a lot of groups spending more than 2 minutes.  I wasn’t seeing the
outliers who would spend 20 minutes, though.  I think the longest I saw was about 5
minutes (but I only watched half the tape)

One thing I thought was interesting was that visitors seemed to use the machine like a
black-box calculator – they would simply try different square roots.  I didn’t see anyone
really try to figure out or read about the physics underlying the pattern.  However,
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visitors seemed quite satisfied using the exhibit as a black box and they seemed excited
that the physical contraption does in fact calculate square roots.

Notes

0:00 – 5:45
Grandmother, boy (6yrs) , girl (7 yrs).  Tape opens with family that speaks Chinese
primarily.  They are pretty involved, talking about where to put the balls, though none of
the English spoken seems to relate to math or calculation.  Boy stays after girl and
grandma leave, even though two other families approach to use it.

3:30
Another family approaches, but boy is still there.  They leave and return later.

*4:30 – 7:20
Yet another family (Man, woman, boy (12yrs) approaches.  They speak Spanish and
English and end up using the exhibit and sort of forcing out the previous boy.  The
parents read the label while the previous boy is still working and realize that it’s about
square roots.  Then they explain to their son what to do and what’s going on.  What’s
particularly nice in terms of pursuing their own questions, they ask what wouyld be the
square root of 3. To help the boy predict, they ask him the square roots of 4 and 1 and
then talk about how the square root of 3 must be in between.  The boy asks them
questions in Spanish and they answer.  This is the most mathematics talk, particularly talk
where the kid seems interested and seems like he’s trying to understand, that I think I’ve
ever heard at an Explo exhibit.

7:00 -  8:15
Boy (9yrs) from family that approached at 3:30 is back and using exhibit alone.  He
seems to put a bunch of balls on – some are on squares, so I can’t tell if he’s being
intentional or just random.

8:00 – 11:00
Boy (9yrs) approaches and edges other boy out.  Seems to be putting a ball at every
magnet spot.  Brother comes over with dad, and boys fight a bit.  Father and second boy
leave.

11:00 – 13:45
Mom and son (11yrs).  They read the try this label.  Seems like they’re just following
directions without knowing why.  Let’s try 1.  Oh, it landed on 2, see.  Let’s try 16.
Lands on 4.  “So it is, it’s perfectly linear.”  Mom reads, “Oh, it’s the square root.”  Boy:
“Let’s try the square root of 18.”  Mom tries to guess it but is way off.  Then they try 25.
Try 36.  6.  “If we put 3 balls all at once, what’ll happen.  Let’s try all the squares.”  [This
seems partially self-directed to me. ]  Mom says “Oh the top ones accelerated and pushed
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the bottom ones so they didn’t hit in the perfect spot.  [Her language suggests some
science/math background.]

13:30 – 15:50
Boy from 8:00 is back, but he’s surrounded by another group – girl (10) girl (13), dad and
another man. Could be two groups.  Younger girl and boy do it together.  They do all the
spots and watch them go down.  Now dad and 14 girl do 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36.  They ring all
the bells.  They do it again.  They clearly have the square root idea.

15:30 – 16:30?
Another group watches. Mom and girl (16).  Mom says, oh, it’s supposed to hit the
square roots. They leave with out using it.

*17:15 – 20:00
Mom and girl (12).  They read label to follow directions.  They launch and miss targets.
“So it’s like a calculator.  So it’s gonna go up by the six.”  They don’t get the square root
yet.  “OK, I’m trying to see how the calculator…” Reads the label. Reads the square roots
part. “Oh, OK, that’s why the 36 hits the 6.  So put it on 16 and see if it hits the 4.  It did,
cool. Because it hit square roots.  OK, pick a number.” They pick 7 and use the calculator
to get 2.645.  They put ball on 7 and then launch. “2.6, oh yeah, it did pretty close.
That’s cool, that’s neat.”

19:15 – 23:50
Mom and boy (5).  They interact with previous group a bit, and laugh together.  Reads try
this and they put a ball next to a number.  They do 17.  “Wait a minute.” Mom reads
again. Tries some square, but I don’t know which.  Seems to get the pattern.  Clearly
have the pattern.  They keep doing more and tell others about it.  Boy joins who’s part of
their group.

*20:00 – 21:44
Boy (15) and girl (14) join previous group and sort of take over.  Boy reads the label, has
the pattern and starts doing squares.  “So to hit 6, we should launch at 36.”  They do it,
and say “oh awesome.  What’s the square root of 23?” Uses calculator. “Should be 4.7.
Let’s come back” They leave.

21:30 – 22:30
Man joins group.  He says it’s the square root.  What’s the square root of 36?  The square
root of 30.

STOPPED TRYING TO NOTE EVERY GROUP AT THIS POINT

24:00 – 26:00
Two young men speaking a foreign language.
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26:40 – 28:50
Man and woman.  First group to have difficulty using the exhibit – has some trouble
putting it on the ramp.  They do 16, 22, 25.  “So it’s 36”  Not clear if they got the pattern.
Another couple of people join and they all discuss that it’s the square root.

28:00 – 30:00
Group that joined and got the pattern right away.  They try numbers other than easy
squares.  “This is the coolest thing in the world.”

*30:00 – 32:45
Two young men (18).  They read try this and put it on 16.  “That hit 4 which is the square
root of 16.  Try 25. Cool.” Does 4.  “It’s like so precise.”  “Did 10 hit it or not?  Nope. It
hit something.”  They try lots of different numbers.  “What’s the square root of 14?”
They try it. “3.9” and then calculate it on the calculator “3.7”  Then they discuss why it
might be a little off.  They do all the easy squares at once and say they only heard 4 or 5.
They do it again and still only heard 5 bells ring.

32:10 – 33:30
Girl approaches and says she’s heard about this one.  Girl (17), and 2 boys (17).  She
shows them how to use it.  She does 25 and demonstrates it hits on 5.  Does 16.  “It’s like
perfectly aligned!”  “Let’s see if we know all of our numbers.”  Does all the easy squares
and hits. “That is so cool!”

33:30 – 36:30

Two groups approach at same time.  One group (asian) starts using the exhibit and
speaking a foreign language.

33:30 – 35:15
Man and boy (14) (they had approached the exhibit earlier.  I can’t remember if they had
used it.)  Boy asks Dad to explain WHY it goes as the square.  Girl (13) joins.  Dad says
that “it’s the equation of the curve.  The distance it goes is a function of the square of the
velocity. It’s being accelerated by gravity.  As it comes down the curve [ramp], gravity
accelerates it.  Once it leaves the ramp, then gravity doesn’t push it this way anymore.”
“Why does gravity act as? Why doesn’t gravity act on it once it’s out of the slot?”  “Well,
gravity pushes it down, but it doesn’t give it any forward speed.”  They watch the other
group do it while they’re discussing and then leave without using it (because other group
is still there.)

*35:00 – 39:30
Mom and boy (13) and boy (10).  Mom reads label.  They do 16 and get 4.  “This
machine calculates square roots.  Isn’t that wild?  This is cool.”  They do 9 and get 3.
“Try one more.” “8?”  “No, I don’t think there’s a square root of…”  “Yeah, there is, it’s
just not gonna be one of the ringing things.”  They do 25.  “Good, wow!  Super!”  They
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try 24.  Then they try 36 and predict that it will hit 6.  They do 36 again.  “This is
amazing.” “That’s weird.”

LABEL GETS CHANGED

39:00 – 41:20
Five boys (17) and a girl (17).  “It’s the square root.” “I don’t know anything about that
s___.”  They do all at once.  Someone suggests 8 and someone else says “8 is the cube,
you a__.”  They do it, and express delight.  One boy remains to do another round.

41:40 – 42:40
Boy (6).  Grandma drags him away.

42:30
Woman and man, in wheelchair. Another man.  They have difficulty using the magnets.
He helps her and she gets it.  Boy (9) joins.  They spend a long time, but never
understand the pattern.  Woman joins.  “That’s too much math for my head.” “This is
hard!” “This is one of your tougher experiments.  I did go to get a bachelor’s, but it’s still
hard.” “I’m a nuclear physicist and I couldn’t figure it out.”   Women leave.  Boy and
Man try to hit the bars without reading label.  They really try to figure out the pattern.
Unfortunately, they think it hits at 26.


